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On Energy Allocation and Data Scheduling in Backscatter Networks
with Multi-antenna Readers
Mohammad Movahednasab, Mohammad Reza Pakravan, Member, IEEE,
Behrooz Makki, Senior Member, IEEE, and Tommy Svensson, Senior Member, IEEE
In this paper, we study the throughput utility functions in buffer-equipped monostatic backscatter communication networks with
multi-antenna Readers. In the considered model, the backscatter nodes (BNs) store the data in their buffers before transmission to
the Reader. We investigate three utility functions, namely, the sum, the proportional and the common throughput. We design online
admission policies, corresponding to each utility function, to determine how much data can be admitted in the buffers. Moreover,
we propose an online data link control policy for jointly controlling the transmit and receive beamforming vectors as well as the
reflection coefficients of the BNs. The proposed policies for data admission and data link control jointly optimize the throughput
utility, while stabilizing the buffers. We adopt the min-drift-plus-penalty (MDPP) method in designing the control policies. Following
the MDPP method, we cast the optimal data link control and the data admission policies as solutions of two independent optimization
problems which should be solved in each time slot. The optimization problem corresponding to the data link control is non-convex
and does not have a trivial solution. Using Lagrangian dual and quadratic transforms, we find a closed-form iterative solution.
Finally, we use the results on the achievable rates of finite blocklength codes to study the system performance in the cases with
short packets. As demonstrated, the proposed policies achieve optimal utility and stabilize the data buffers in the BNs.
Index Terms—Backscatter communication, radio frequency identification, fairness, min-drift-plus-penalty, Lyapunov optimization,
max-min throughput, proportional throughput, sum throughput, finite blocklength analysis, wireless energy transfer, energy
harvesting, green communications, Internet of things, IoT.
I. INTRODUCTION
W ITH the emergence of the Internet of things (IoT)era, the number of connected devices is increasing
rapidly, a great number of which will be portable and low-
power [1]. This explosion of the low-powered devices calls
for replacing batteries with new energy sources to ensure
continuous operation of devices. The major challenges with
the battery-powered devices are the increase of the devices’
form factor and the high cost for recharging and replacement
of the batteries [2]–[5].
Backscatter communication networks (BCNs) are consid-
ered to be a prominent solution to low-power and low-cost
communications. A BCN compromises a Reader and, possibly,
multiple backscattering nodes (BNs) with most bulky and
active communication modules moved to the Reader. The
BNs transmit data to the Reader via reflecting and modulating
the incident radio frequency signal by adapting the level of
antenna mismatch to vary the reflection coefficient [4]. Based
on the source of the radio frequency signal, which supplies
the required energy for communication, three configurations
for the BCN, namely, monostatic, bistatic and ambient, are
considered. In monostatic configuration, the Reader emits a
carrier and receives the backscattered data, while in bistatic
configuration one or several power beacons emit carries rather
than the Reader itself [6]. Moreover, in ambient BCNs there is
no dedicated energy transmitter and the BNs backscatter the
existing radio frequency signals, e.g., WiFi or digital television
signals [7].
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The low-energy transmission efficiency is a major problem
in BCNs. However, the studies in, e.g., [8]–[19], show that
exploiting multiple antennas increases the energy efficiency
remarkably. Considering the energy required for channel
training, [8] optimizes the transmit beamforming to maximize
the harvested energy by the BNs. In [9], a blind adaptive
beamforming scheme is introduced to increase the reading
range of the radio frequency identification tags. Also, [10]
and [11] propose low complexity algorithms for optimizing
the transmit and receive beamforming to maximize the sum
and minimum throughput of all BNs, respectively. Considering
ambient BCNs, [12]–[17] study the beamforming optimization
of a multi-antenna Reader or multi-antenna BNs. In [18] and
[19], the achievable diversity order of a multiple-input-multiple-
output monostatic BCN is studied. Furthermore, optimizing the
reflection coefficients of the BNs is studied in, e.g., [20]–[25],
where maximizing energy efficiency, throughput or fairness in
the BCNs is investigated.
Along with energy efficiency, one of the challenges of the
BCNs is the unpredictability of the channel state and the
available energy in ambient configuration, which makes the
optimal scheduling difficult. To tackle this problem, stochastic
approaches are adopted in [26]–[30] to design online control
algorithms. Specifically, in [26]–[28], long-term throughput
optimization in ambient BCNs is studied through reinforcement
learning methods. Whereas, in [29] the authors use reinforce-
ment learning to propose a data admission and data scheduling
policy for a monostatic BCN. Finally, [30] uses min-drift-plus-
penalty (MDPP) method to maximize throughput in an ambient
BCN.
In this work, we concentrate on optimizing different through-
put utility functions in monostatic BCNs with multi-antenna
Readers. In our considered model, the BNs store the data in
their buffers before transmission to the Reader. As an applica-
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tion for such a scenario, one can consider the backscattered
data collection sensor networks, where small delays in data
collection can be tolerated. We investigate three different utility
functions including the sum, the proportional and the common
throughput. We design different online admission policies,
corresponding to each throughput utility function, to determine
how much data can be admitted in the buffers in each time
slot. Moreover, we propose an online data link control policy
for jointly controlling the transmit and receive beamforming
vectors as well as the reflection coefficients of the BNs. The
proposed policies for data admission and data link control
jointly optimize the throughput utility, while stabilizing the
buffers.
Considering the channel state randomness and the buffer-
equipped BNs, we adopt the MDPP method in designing the
control policies. Following the MDPP method, we cast the
optimal data link control and the data admission policies as
solutions of two independent optimization problems which
should be solved in each time slot. The optimization problem
corresponding to the data link control is non-convex and does
not have a trivial solution. We transform this problem into an
equivalent form, which makes it possible to find a closed-form
iterative algorithm that improves the utility in each iteration.
Furthermore, considering each utility function, we solve the
corresponding data admission problem and find closed-form
solutions. Finally, 1) we use the results on the achievable
rates of finite blocklength codes [31]–[35] to study the system
performance in the cases with short packets, 2) analyze the
performance of the BCNs in the cases with different modulation
schemes, and 3) verify the effect of the BNs circuit power
consumption on the achievable throughput.
The differences in the considered system model and problem
formulation makes our paper different from those in the
literature. Specifically, this paper is different from [12]–[17],
[20]–[22], [24], [26]–[30], because we study a monostatic
BCN with a multi-antenna Reader, where we jointly optimize
the transmit and receive beamforming vectors. As opposed
to [10] and [11], we consider BNs equipped with buffers
and simultaneously maximize the throughput utilities and
stabilize the buffers. The constraint of buffer stability makes
our problem formulation fundamentally different from prior
works. Moreover, different from the related literature, we study
different throughput utilities in a unified framework, perform
finite block-length analysis, compare the results in terms of
fairness, and investigate the effect of low order modulations
as well as the BNs circuit power consumption on the network
performance.
Our analytical and simulations results show the significance
of our proposed control policy. Specifically, we show in Theo-
rem 1 that, under the optimal solutions of the link scheduling
and data admission problems, the average throughput utility
will be within O( 1V ) of the optimal utility, where V is a control
parameter. Moreover, the level of the stored data in the buffers
will be kept under a certain level of O(V ). Furthermore, we
compare our proposed schemes for the sum and the common
throughput maximization with the benchmarks [10] and [11],
respectively, as efficient alternatives in the cases with no
buffers, which verifies the optimality of our proposed policy.
Considering finite buffers, we show that the sum throughput
utility under our proposed policy achieves the maximum sum
channel rate in [10], while stabilizing the data buffers. Whereas,
our proposed policy for optimizing the common throughput
improves the result in [11], which shows the significant effect of
adopting buffers in the BNs. It should be noted that, adopting
buffers adds to the complexity of the BNs as well as the
hardware cost. Also, buffering the data may increase the data
transmission delay. However, our simulation results show that
we can achieve the optimal performance with relatively small
buffers.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The considered
system model and our problem formulation are illustrated
in Section II. The proposed control policy as well as its
performance analysis are presented in Section III. Simulation
results are presented in Section IV, and finally, Section V
concludes the paper.
Notation: Matrices and vectors are denoted by small and
capital boldface letters, respectively. Moreover, unless otherwise
mentioned, vectors are single-column matrices. Also, AT , AH
and A∗ denote transpose, conjugate transpose and elementwise
conjugate of matrix A, respectively. Then, R and C represent
the real and complex number sets, respectively, |b| denotes the
absolute value of b ∈ R (or the modulus for b ∈ C) and ‖a‖
denotes the norm of vector a. Finally, Re{b} is used to denote
the real part of b ∈ C, E{.} is the expectation, IN represents
the N ×N identity matrix, and [b]+ = max{b, 0} for b ∈ R.
II. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION
An example of the considered network structure is depicted in
Fig. 1. We consider a BCN consisting of a multi-antenna Reader
and N single-antenna BNs. Let BNn, ∀n ∈ N , {1, . . . , N},
denote the n-th BN in the network. The BNs transmit the data
stored in their buffers to the Reader through backscattering
the energy emitted by the Reader. While the BNs rely on the
Reader energy for data transmission, they have an internal
battery which powers up their low-power circuits. Accordingly,
the BNs are semi-passive devices and are able to handle data
sensing or other internal tasks without the Reader energy [36]–
[38]. It should be noted that the considered BCN is different
from the typical wireless powered communication networks
which follow a harvest then transmit (HTT) protocol. In HTT
the nodes harvest the radiated energy from power beacons and
then actively transmit their information using the harvested
energy. However, in a BCN the BNs have no active component
for transmitting data, which significantly reduces their circuit
power consumption.
The Reader is equipped with M antennas to focus its emitted
energy towards the intended BNs. Moreover, the presence of
multiple antennas enables the Reader to receive data from
multiple BNs through receive beamforming technique. The
Reader adopts a kind of full duplex structure and uses a
common set of antennas in the transmit and receive path.
The transmitted carrier and the received backscatter signal are
then separated using circulators. It is important to note that,
unlike the conventional full-duplex wireless communication,
which implies a simultaneous transmission and reception of two
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Fig. 1: An example of the Reader and BNs structure. The
Reader transmits energy in the downlink, while the BNs
transmit data through backscattering the received energy by
changing their variable impedance. During the scheduling time,
the BNs switch to receive mode and the Reader transmits
control signals.




Fig. 2: A time slot structure. At the the beginning of each
time slot, a small portion of time is devoted to node discovery,
channel estimation through pilot transmission and scheduling.
In the rest of the time slot the Reader transmits energy, and
the BNs transmit data through backscattering.
modulated signals, in BCNs the unmodulated carrier leakage
to the receiver of the Reader does not have information and
can be efficiently surpassed with low complexity methods [39],
[40].
We consider slotted communications as shown in Fig. 2. The
time slot duration is equal to channel coherence time τc. Ac-
cordingly, the channel coefficients are assumed to be constant in
a time slot but vary randomly and independently in consecutive
time slots. In time slot t, hmn (t) ∈ C,m = 1, . . . ,M , denotes
the channel gain of the reciprocal link between the m-th antenna




the channel coefficients vector associated with BNn. The time
slots are divided to two intervals for signaling and energy/data
transmission which are of length τs and τd, respectively. The
signaling time is devoted to node discovery, channel estimation
and scheduling. Note that our proposed policy only requires
the end-to-end channel state information (CSI), hn(t)hTn (t),
which simplifies the CSI estimation process using pilot signals.
The Reader then designs its transmit and receive beamforming
for the rest of the time slot. Furthermore, the Reader notifies
the BNs how much new data they can admit in their buffers
and also sets the values of the reflection coefficients of the BNs.
In the energy/data transmission interval, the Reader transmits
energy, and concurrently receives the backscattered signal from
the BNs. Within the scope of this paper, we concentrate on
scheduling the energy transmission and data backscattering.
Accordingly, the details of signaling mechanism and the effect
of CSI imperfection on system performance is not discussed.
Moreover, since the BCNs are mostly adopted in slow varying
environments like indoors, the coherence time of the channels
τc is high and we expect τc ≈ τd  τs. Thus, while it is
straightforward to include the time overhead of τs in our
analysis, for the convenience of the presentation, we neglect
this overhead in our analysis and assume τd → τc = 1.
A. Downlink Energy Transfer
The Reader continuously transmits a carrier c(t), which
is the source of the energy required for uplink data trans-
mission. Transmission beamforming technique is adopted in
the downlink to increase the energy transmission efficiency.
In time slot t, fm(t) ∈ C,m = 1, . . . ,M , denotes the
gain of the m-th energy transmit path of the Reader, and
f(t) ,
(
f1(t), . . . , fM (t)
)T ∈ CM denotes the transmit
beamforming vector. The carrier c(t) has unit power and
‖f(t)‖2≤ P determines the transmission power of the Reader,
with P denoting the maximum transmission power. Considering
the transmit beamforming vector and the channel gains, the
received signal in BNn is given by
en(t) = c(t)h
T
n (t)f(t) + vn(t), (1)
where vn(t) is the circular additive white Gaussian noise
(AWGN) with variance σ2v .
B. Uplink Data Transfer
The BNs modulate the backscattered signal by changing
the impedance connected to the BN’s antenna. In time slot
t, xn(t) ∈ C, with E{|xn(t)|2} = 1, and αn(t) ∈ [0 αmax]
denote the modulated signal and the reflection coefficient of
BNn, respectively. Here, αmax < 1 denotes the practically
realizable maximum reflections coefficient of the BNs and is
determined by the antenna structure of the BNs (see [41] for
the details of BNs reflection mechanism). We consider the
same structure, and hence, the same αmax for all BNs. The






where, zn(t) is the received signal from BNn, i.e.,
zn(t) , αn(t)en(t)xn(t), (3)
and w(t) ∈ CN denotes the AWGN with covariance matrix
σ2wIM .
The Reader separates the signal received from different BNs
by multiplying the receive beamforming vector corresponding
to each user with the received signal z(t). Let, gn(t) ,
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(
g1n(t), . . . , g
M
n (t)
)T ∈ CM , with ‖g(t)‖2 = 1, denote the
receive beamforming vector for BNn, where gmn (t) ∈ C, ∀m,







gHn (t)zñ(t) + g
H
n (t)w(t). (4)
Considering the definitions of zn(t) in (3) and en(t) in (1),
the signal to interference plus noise ratio (SINR) of the signal






∣∣αñ(t)gHn (t)hñ(t)hTñ (t)f(t)∣∣2 .
(5)
Note that in practical systems the backscattered noise
vn(t)hn(t) is negligible compared to wn(t) due to channel
attenuation [10], [11], [42], and hence it is neglected in (5).
Moreover, the interference due to the unmodulated carrier
leakage from the transmitter can be efficiently canceled [9]–
[11], [14], [39], [40] and, accordingly, it does nor affect the
SINR formulation (5). Considering the SINR of the received
backscattered signal and sufficiently long codewords, the data
transmission rate of BNn in time slot t is obtained as





where W is the channel bandwidth.
C. Data Admission
The BNs store the incoming data, e.g., the sensed data from
environment, in their buffers. There is a traffic shaping filter at
the input of each buffer in the BNs which limits the number of
input bits in time slot t by Dn(t) ∈ [0 Dmax], ∀n, with Dmax
being a constant. Accordingly, the number of stored data bits







which implies that Qn(t + 1) is a function of the history of
the admitted and transmitted bits up to time slot t, that is
Dn(t
′), ∀t′ ≤ t and Rn(t′), ∀t′ ≤ t, respectively. Hence,
according to (5)-(7), Qn(t+ 1) depends on the history of the
CSI, as well as the transmit and receive beamforming vectors
and the reflection coefficients.
D. Network Controller
There is a network controller at the Reader, which has
access to the CSI and the level of the stored data in the
buffers, Q(t) ,
(
Q1(t), . . . , QN (t)
)
. In each time slot, the
controller determines the transmit beamforming vector f(t) and
the receive beamforming matrix G(t) ,
(
g1(t), . . . , gN (t)
)
∈
CM×N . Moreover, the controller determines the reflection
coefficient vector, α(t) ,
(
α1(t) . . . , αN (t)
)
, and the data
admission vector, D(t) ,
(
D1(t), . . . , DN (t)
)
. We design the
network control algorithm to maximize a throughput utility
function U(t) while keeping the data buffers stable. We consider


































The three introduced utility functions result in different
throughput and fairness tradeoffs. While the sum throughput
utility is the most greedy function in terms of throughput,
the common throughput utility is the most fair utility. The
proportional throughput utility, on the other hand, balances
the throughput and fairness. Interestingly, each of these utility
functions is useful in certain applications.
E. Problem Formulation
Considering the introduced constraints on the transmission
power, reflection coefficients and data admission, the network











subject to Qn(t) <∞, ∀n, (11b)
‖f(t)‖2≤ P, (11c)
αn(t) ∈ [0 αmax], ∀n, (11d)
Dn(t) ∈ [0 Dmax], ∀n, (11e)
where U? denotes the maximum utility achieved by the
optimal control policy among all policies that stabilize the
buffers. In (11), the expectation is with respect to the channel
randomness. Constraint (11b) ensures the stability of the buffers,
which according to (7) depends on the CSI and the control
parameters. Constraints (11c) and (11d) are limitations on
transmission power and reflection coefficients, respectively.
Moreover, Constraint (11e) determines the maximum number
of data bits that can be admitted to the buffers in each time
slot.
Problem (11) is a stochastic utility optimization problem.
Because of the buffer constraint (11b), the optimal decision in
different time slots are not independent. For example, admitting
a large number of bits in the BN in a time slot increases the
buffer size of the BN. As a result, the optimal policy should
be less greedy for admitting data in next time slots to stabilize
the buffer. Accordingly, the time averaged utility is maximized
in Problem (11). This problem can be tackled by dynamic
programing (DP) methods. However, DP methods require the
statistical knowledge of the channel state process, which may
not be available. Furthermore, using multi-armed bandit (MAB)
framework, we can derive a low complexity online control
policy with limited or zero knowledge of the CSI. However,
the solutions based on MAB do not achieve the maximum
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utility U?. Here, we use the MDPP method [43, Chapter 4] to
propose a solution for Problem (11). The proposed solution
does not require the statistical knowledge of the CSI, can be
scaled with the size of the BCN and achieves the maximum
utility U?. MDPP is a general framework for optimizing time
averages, with possibly time average constraints (see, e.g., [44]–
[51] for different applications of the MDPP method). Using this
framework, a problem with a time average objective function is
reduced to a sub-problem which should be solved in each time
slot. Accordingly, following the MDPP approach, we formulate
the optimal f(t),G(t),α(t) and D(t) in each time slot as
the solution of an optimization problem with parameters Q(t)
and hn(t)hTn (t). The formulated problem is non-convex and
does not have a trivial solution. However, we use quadratic and
Lagrangian dual transforms [52], [53] to propose an iterative
algorithm for finding the optimal control variables.
III. THE PROPOSED CONTROL POLICY
We follow the MDPP method to propose an online control
policy that solves Problem (11). In summary, we follow these
steps:







which is a scalar measure of the stored data in all buffers.










where V > 0 is a control parameter. The first term in (13)
shows the drift of the Lyapunov function in successive
time slots. Positive or negative drift values indicate that
the stored data in the buffers have increased or decreased,
respectively. Moreover, the second term is a penalty which
increases as the utility decreases. Intuitively, we expect
that under a control policy, which minimizes (13) in each
time slot, the buffers will be stable and also the utility
will be maximized.
3) We introduce an upper bound for the DPP function in
Lemma 1. Using the Lyapunov optimization theorem [43,
Theorem 4.2], we show in Theorem 1 that under a policy
which minimizes the developed upper-bound, the utility is
maximized and the level of the stored data in the buffers
is upper-bounded.
4) To find the optimal control policy, we need to minimize
the derived upper-bound in Lemma 1, which includes
a non-convex function of f(t),G(t) and α(t). We use
Lagrangian dual and quadratic transfers [52], [53], and
propose an iterative algorithm for finding the optimal
f(t),G(t) and α(t). We also derive the optimal data
admission policy D(t).
The details of the analysis are explained as follows. We first
































Here, Rmax > 0 is a sufficiently large constant, such that we
always have Rn(t) ≤ Rmax.
Proof. See Appendix A.
The upper-bound function ∆u(t) in (14) is the starting point





subject to (11c), (11d), (11e), (16b)
that, given Q(t) and hn(t)hTn (t) in each time slot, finds the
values of f(t),G(t),α(t) and D(t) minimizing ∆u(t). In
Theorem 1, we show that under a policy which solves Problem
(16) the level of the stored bits in the buffers are bounded, and
we can push the utility arbitrarily close to U?.
Theorem 1. Suppose that f(t),G(t),α(t) and D(t) in each
time slot are determined according to the solution of Problem
(16). Then, we have
1) With utility functions (8), (9) and (10), the level of the
stored data in the buffers are upper-bounded by
Qn(t) ≤ V +Dmax, ∀n. (17)







E {U(t)} ≥ U? − B
V
. (18)
Proof. See Appendix B.
According to (17) in Theorem 1, if we adopt the solution
of Problem (16) in each time slot, the level of the stored bits
in the buffer will not exceed V + Dmax. Hence the buffers
remain stable. Moreover, the performance bounds in (17) and
(18) introduce a tradeoff between the optimality gap of the
utility and the size of the buffers. According to this tradeoff,
while the utility optimality gap is within O( 1V ) the buffer size
increases linearly with V .
We propose a solution to Problem (16) as follows. Consider-
ing the ∆u(t) function in (14), Problem (16) can be separated
into two independent problems. The first expectation in (14) is
a function of f(t),G(t) and α(t), while the second and the
third expectations are only functions of D(t). Accordingly, we
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subject to (11c), (11d), (19b)





Qn(t)Dn(t)− V U(t) (20a)
subject to (11e). (20b)
Note that we have removed the expectations in Problems (19)
and (20) and we opportunistically minimize the expectations for
realizations of the channel state. The link scheduling problem
in (19) is a non-convex problem because of the product and
ratio terms in Rn(t), i.e., the rate terms (6), and it does not
have a trivial solution. However, the data admission problem in
(20) can be solved in closed-form for different utility functions
in (8), (9) and (10).
A. Data Link Scheduling Problem
Problem (19) includes maximizing a weighted sum of the
BNs’ data transmission rates. The objective function in (19a)
contains multiple fractional terms, i.e., SINRs, which makes
the problem NP-hard [54]. However, we propose an iterative
algorithm which successively optimizes the variables. To this
end, we first find the optimal value for each control parameter,
f(t),G(t) and α(t), while the other two parameters are fixed.
Finding the optimal value of the receive beamforming vector
gn(t), ∀n, while the transmit beamforming vector f(t) and the
reflection coefficients α(t) are fixed, is straightforward. This is
because the receive beamforming vector for BNn, gn(t), can be
optimized independently through maximizing the SINR of BNn,
Sn(t). Moreover, Sn(t) can be formulated as a generalized




















Writing the stationarity Karush-Kuhn-Tucker conditions, [55,

















However, finding the closed-form optimal values of f(t)
and α(t) is more difficult, since they are coupled through
the SINR terms of all BNs. We use the Lagrangian dual
transform [53] and the quadratic transform [52] to reformulate
Problem (19) and facilitate finding the closed-form optimal
values of f(t) and α(t). Lagrangian dual transform, introduced
in Lemma 2, converts the link scheduling problem to a problem
of maximizing the sum of ratios.




subject to (11c), (11d), (24b)
in the sense that Problem (24) leads to the same solution and
maximum value as Problem (19). Here, γ = (γ1, . . . , γN )T ∈






























is the optimal solution which maximizes R̃(t,γ). Substituting
γ?n, ∀n, in (25) recovers
∑
n∈N Qn(t)R(t) which establishes
the equivalence.
In the transformed objective function (25) there is no
logarithm function, but the last term in (25) is still in fractional
form. We use the quadratic transform to convert the fractions
to an equivalent summation without fractions.




subject to (11c), (11d), (27b)
in the sense that problem (27) leads to the same solution and
maximum value as problem (24). Here, y = (y1, . . . , yn)T ∈





























Proof. Taking complex derivative ∂R̃/∂yn and solving
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Substituting (30) in (28) recovers the R̃(t,γ). Hence, the
equivalence is concluded.
The reformulated Problem (27) enables us to find the closed-
form optimal value of the transmit beamforming vector, f(t),
or the reflection coefficients, α(t), when the other one is fixed.
Specifically, considering the power constraint (11c), we find
the optimal f(t), by introducing the dual variable η ≥ 0 and




























η ≥ 0 : ‖f?(t)‖2≤ P
}
. (32)
The dual variable η in (32) is determined by, e.g., bisection
search.
Likewise, solving ∂R̃/∂αn = 0, we obtain
α?n(t) =

0 αstn(t) ≤ 0
αstn(t) 0 ≤ αstn(t) ≤ αmax
















Having a closed-form solution for each variable, we propose an
iterative algorithm, for updating f(t), gn(t) and α(t). The Link
scheduling algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 1. Having
access to Qn(t) and hn(t)hTn the Reader runs Algorithm 1 at
the beginning of each time slot. In Algorithm 1, the transmit













This initial point for f(t) is intuitive, since in a network with
a single BN the maximum transmission ratio (MRT) beam-
forming, f(t) = h∗(t)/‖h∗(t)‖, is optimal [56]. Moreover,
the weights Qn(t) in (35) are motivated by the fact that the
nodes with more congested buffers need more power to achieve
higher data transmission rate. The iterations in Algorithm 1 are
Algorithm 1 Energy and data transmission scheduling in time
slot t.
Input: Q(t),hn(t)hTn ∀n, P , convergence tolerance ε
and maximum iterations itmax.












P . . Initialization
2: α(t)← [αmax, . . . , αmax]T .
3: Calculate gn(t), ∀n, according to (23).
4: rc ← 0.
5: it← 0
6: repeat . Main loop
7: rp ← rc.
8: Update γn(t), ∀n, according to (26).
9: Update yn(t), ∀n, according to (30).
10: Update f(t) according to (31).
11: Update αn(t), ∀n, according to (33).
12: Update gn(t), ∀n, according to (23).




15: it← it + 1.
16: until |rc − rp| > εrp ∧ it ≤ itmax
terminated if the improvement of the objective function (19a)
is below a threshold, determined by a convergence threshold
parameter ε, or if the number of iterations exceed some pre-
defined value itmax. Theorem 2 establishes the convergence of
Algorithm 1.
Theorem 2. Algorithm 1 is guaranteed to converge. Moreover,
the objective function (19a) is non-decreasing in each iteration.
Proof. See Appendix C.
The simulation results in Section IV show that, for a broad
range of parameter settings, Algorithm 1 converges with few
numbers of iterations.
B. Data Admission Problem
Considering different utility functions, we derive the corre-
sponding admission policy through solving Problem (20).
a) Sum Throughput Utility: Problem (20) with the sum






(Qn(t)− V )Dn(t) (36a)
subject to Dn(t) < Dmax, ∀n (36b)
which is solved if
Dn(t) =
{
Dmax, Qn(t) ≤ V
0, Otherwise.
(37)
The policy in (37) follows a greedy binary rule. Specifically,
the BNs admit the maximum possible data in their buffers,
whenever the stored bit level in the buffer is below V , while
no data is admitted when the level reaches V .
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b) Common Throughput Utility: Adopting the common








subject to Dn(t) ≤ Dmax, ∀n. (38b)
The following Lemma establishes the structure of the solution
of Problem (38).
Lemma 4. For maximizing the objective function (38a), all
BNs should admit equal amount of data. That is,
D1(t) = D2(t) = . . . = DN (t) = D(t). (39)
Proof. Considering an arbitrary data admission vector D(t)
that satisfies (38b), we construct a new vector D̃(t) such that










where equality holds only if D(t) = D̃(t). Inequality (40)
holds since we have minn{Dn(t)} = minn{D̃n(t)} and
D̃n(t) ≤ Dn(t). Accordingly, the optimal D(t) follows
(39).
Using Lemma 4, after adopting D(t) = (D(t), . . . , D(t))T ,






(Qn(t)− V ) (41a)
subject to D(t) ≤ Dmax. (41b)





n∈N Qn(t) ≤ V
0 Otherwise.
(42)
Similar to (37), the data admission policy in (42) follows a
binary rule. However, the admission decision in (42) is common
for all BNs. Accordingly, under the common throughput utility
all BNs will reach the same throughput.
c) Proportional Throughput Utility: Substituting the













subject to Dn(t) ≤ Dmax, ∀n, (43b)
which is a convex and differentiable function with respect to
D(t). Accordingly, comparing the stationary point of (43a)




Dmax, Qn(t) ≤ V1+Dmax





The admission policy in (44) is proportional to the inverse
of the level of the stored data in the buffer. This, intuitively,
means that the BN becomes less greedy to admit new data
when the buffer size increases.
C. Implementation Considerations
In this section, we discuss some implementation issues
related to the proposed policy. Specifically, we study the
computational complexity of the policy, the life time of the
BNs, and the coding and modulation schemes used in practice.
a) Computational complexity: Considering the computa-
tional complexity of calculating the inverse of a matrix and
matrix multiplications, the computational complexity in each
iteration of Algorithm 1 is of O(M2N2 + M3). Moreover,
the simulation results in Section IV show that Algorithm 1
converges with few iterations. It should be noted that, since
the controller is located at the Reader, most of the complexity
is at Reader, and the BNs remain simple.
b) Lifetime of the BNs: The life time of the semi-passive
BNs depends on their batteries capacity. However, since the
battery is only used for low power tasks, such as changing
the impedance connected to the antenna or driving the sensors,
semi-passive BNs may have a long lifetime. Moreover, to
ensure an infinite lifetime, the BNs can be equipped with super-
capacitors and store a small portion of the received energy
from the Reader for powering up the circuit. In Section IV, we
study the effect of the circuit power consumption of the BNs,
and show through simulations that the BNs can supply their
circuit power from the received energy at the cost of negligible
throughput reduction (See Fig. 10).
c) Coding and modulation: To simplify the analysis, we
derived the policy for the cases with sufficiently long codewords
and high order modulations where the Shannon’s capacity, i.e.,
(6), gives an appropriate approximation of the achievable rates.
However, depending on the Reader energy budget and the
number of nodes, the BCN may be of interest in the cases
with short packets and low order modulations. For this reason,
using the fundamental results of [31]–[35] on the achievable
rates of short packets, one can investigate the effect of the
finite length codewords on system performance. Particularly,
with short packets, one can replace (6) with [31, Theorem 45]
Rn(t) ≈W
[












which approximates the achievable rate in the cases with the
finite length codewords. In (45), L denotes the packet length,
Q−1(.) is the inverse Q-function and ψ is the maximum
codeword error probability of the decoder. Hence, the second
term inside the brackets in (45) is notable only in the cases
with codewords of finite length. Then, letting L → ∞, (45)
is simplified to (6) for the cases with asymptotically long
codewords. On the other hand, to study the performance of
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the proposed policy under low order modulations, one can use,
e.g., [57, Eq. (17)]
Rn(t) ≈W
[
log (1 + Sn(t))− log (1 + ζSn(t))
]
, (46)
which approximates the achievable rate with square QAM
modulations of order ζ . For high order modulations the second
term inside brackets in (46) is not notable, and hence (46)
simplifies to (6). Note that replacing (6) with the modified rate
functions (45) or (46), the result in first part of Theorem 1 is
still applicable and our data admission policy remains optimal.
However, Algorithm 1 becomes an approximate solution to data
link scheduling Problem (19) with the modified rate functions
(45) and (46). The simulation results for the finite blocklength
and low order modulation analysis are presented in Figs. 8-9
and 10, respectively.
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
Here, we present the simulation results, and evaluate the
performance of our proposed policy. In all figures, we consider














where, hdn(t) and h
s
n(t) denote the deterministic and scattered
components of the channel, respectively. Moreover, K is the
Rician K-factor which determines the ratio between the Rician
and the scattered components, and βn represents the path loss
factor. Note that K = 0 and K → ∞ represent the cases
with Rayleigh fading and line-of-sight channels, respectively.





, where dn is the distance
between BNn and the Reader, ρ is the path loss exponent
and f is the transmit frequency. The entries of the scattered
component vector hsn(t) are independent and zero-mean unit
variance circularly symmetric complex Gaussian (CSCG)
distributed random variables. The deterministic components,
hdn(t), are determined according to a half wavelength separated
uniform linear array setting as modeled in [58, Eq. 2]. Unless
otherwise stated, the BNs are distributed randomly with a
uniform distribution in a circular area around the Reader
with average distance to Reader equal to 30 m. The general
simulation parameters are as summarized in Table I.
Considering different parameter settings, Fig. 3 studies the
convergence of Algorithm 1. Specifically, in Figures 3a and
3b, the average number of iterations of Algorithm 1 is plotted
versus the number of BNs N and the number of Reader’s
antennas M , respectively. As seen in the figures, with different
parameter settings, Algorithm 1 converges with few iterations.
However, the average number of iterations increases slightly
as the number of BNs or the number of Reader’s antennas
increase. In Fig. 3c, we study the effect of the maximum
number of iterations itmax, on the achievable sum throughput
utility Ūs , 1T
∑T−1
t=0 Us(t), in a BCN with N = {5, 10}
and M = {5, 10}. According to this figure, we achieve the
maximum utility with a few iterations of Algorithm 1 in each
time slot. Moreover, considering only one iteration, we see
in Fig. 3c that we can achieve almost 95% of the maximum
TABLE I: Summary of the simulation parameters.
Parameter Value
Number of BNs, N 5
Number of Reader’s antennas, M 5
Received noise power, σw
−110
dBm
Reader’s maximum transmission power, P 500 mW
Bandwidth, W 5 kHz
Maximum admitted data in each time slot,
Dmax
30 kbits
Convergence threshold in Algorithm 1, ε 0.01
Maximum iterations in Algorithm 1, itmax 100
Maximum reflection coefficient, αmax 0.8
Simulation time, T 103
Rician factor, K 1
Path loss exponent, ρ 3
Transmit frequency, f 915 MHz
Number of BNs N
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Fig. 3: Convergence analysis of Algorithm 1 with different
parameter settings. Figures (a) and (b) show the average
iterations versus N and M , respectively. Figure (c) shows the
average sum throughput utility versus the maximum number
of iterations itmax.
utility. Accordingly, we can reduce the scheduling time through
reducing the maximum number of iterations of Algorithm 1
significantly, with marginal performance degradation.
Considering maximum transmission power P = {100, 800}
mW and different numbers of Reader’s antennas M =
{6, 8, 10}, Fig. 4 demonstrates the tradeoff between the average
proportional throughput utility, Ūp = 1T
∑T−1
t=0 Up(t), and the
average data level in the buffers. Here, for given values of P
and M , the utilities are obtained under different values of V
between 107 and 109. As seen in Fig. 4, the utility increases
as the buffers become more congested. However, the utility
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Avg. number of bits in buffers (kbits)




























P = 800 mW
P = 100 mW
Fig. 4: Average proportional throughput utility versus the
average data level in the BNs’ buffers for P = {100, 800}
mW and M = {6, 8, 10}.
saturates as the average data level in the buffers increases. This
tradeoff between utility and the average data level of the buffers
is in harmony with Theorem 1. That is, the optimality gap is
inversely proportional to the maximum data level in the buffers.
Furthermore, considering different parameter settings in Fig.
4, the tradeoff between utility and the data level in buffers
is almost insensitive to the number of Reader’s antennas M
or the transmission power P . That is, with different values
of P and M the utility saturates when the data level in the
buffers exceeds 50 kbits. Finally, as expected, we see in Fig.
4 that the utility improves as M or P increases. However, this
improvement becomes less dominant as the utility increases.
Considering different values for the average distance of
the BNs to the Reader, Fig. 5 shows the average common
throughput utility, Ūc = 1T
∑T−1
t=0 Uc(t), versus the number
of Reader’s antennas M . Moreover, the figure compares our
scheme with the proposed policy in [11], which maximizes
the minimum achievable rate of all BNs in each time slot. As
can be seen, with the considered average BNs distances and
the number of the Reader’s antennas in Fig. 5, the common
throughput utility under our proposed policy improves on
average 13%, compared to the policy in [11]. The reason for
such improvement is adopting buffers in the BNs. The buffers
allow the BNs to delay the transmission of the admitted data
in the BNs. Accordingly, the link control policy in Algorithm
1 will optimally schedule data transmission for each BN in the
best time slot and, hence, optimizes the resources to maximize
the average utility. The achieved improvement is at the cost
of possible delay in data transmission. However, the average
number of bits in the buffer and, accordingly, the introduced
delay is negligible in BCN applications. Furthermore, Fig.
5 shows the importance of using multi-antenna Readers in
BCNs. According to this figure, considering different average
BNs distances, the utility improves more than 100% when
M increases from 6 to 20. Also, adopting more antennas
in the Reader, we can increase the coverage range. For
example, consider the parameter settings of Fig. 5 and the
Number of Reader’s antennas M

































BNs avg. distance = 24m
BNs avg. distance = 30m
BNs avg. distance = 36m
Fig. 5: Common throughput utility versus the number of the
Reader’s antennas M , for the proposed algorithm and the
benchmark in [11]. BNs are distributed randomly in a circular
area with average distance to the Reader {24, 30, 36} m and
V = 105.
Number of BNs N







































Radius = 50 m
Radius = 70 m
Fig. 6: Sum throughput utility versus the number of the BNs
N for the proposed algorithm, the benchmark in [10] and MRT.
BNs are distributed randomly in a circular area with Radius
{50, 70} m and V = 107.
common throughput utility of 1.2 kbps. Then, by increasing
the number of antennas from 6 to 10 the average supported
distance increases from 24 m to 36 m. However, this relative
improvement becomes less dominant as the number of antennas
increases.
In Fig. 6, we compare the average sum throughput utility un-
der our proposed policy with two other benchmarks. For the first
benchmark, called MRT, we adopt the transmit beamforming




n∈N hn(t)‖ and use the
optimal receive beamforming in (23). This specific choice of
f(t) is motivated by the fact that MRT beamforming is optimal
for the single BN scenario [56]. For the second benchmark,
we consider the joint transmit and receive beamforming design
proposed in [10]. The BNs of the considered model in [10]
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(a) Average throughput for each BN.
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(b) Average received energy for each BN.




























Sum Th. Proportional Th. Common Th.
(c) Reflection Coefficient for each BN, αn.
Fig. 7: Utility functions comparison. The distances of the BNn, n = {1, 2, 3, 4}, to the Reader are set to 18 m, 22 m, 30 m
and 34 m, respectively, and V = 107.
have no buffers. Hence, in [10] the sum throughput utility
is optimized in a time slot based framework. Considering
N ∈ {5, . . . , 12} BNs distributed uniformly in an area with
radius {50, 70} m, Fig. 6 demonstrates the average sum
throughput utility versus the number of BNs N .
As seen in Fig. 6, the sum throughput utility increases almost
linearly with the number of BNs N . Moreover, according
to this figure, the difference between the utility under our
proposed policy and the policy in [10] is negligible. Also,
both policies provide an average improvement of about 13%
and 24% over the MRT with radius equal to 70 m and 50 m,
respectively. Accordingly, unlike the common throughput utility,
with the sum throughput utility, adopting buffers in the BNs
will not increase the utility. This is because maximizing the
sum throughput utility reduces to opportunistically maximizing
the sum throughput in each time slot. Particularly, considering
Dmax > Rmax, the data admission policy (37) implies that
during steady state the data buffers in all BNs will fluctuate
near V +Dmax. Hence, all BNs will have almost equal weights
in data link scheduling problem (19) and accordingly, our
problem reduces to maximizing the sum rate as in [10].
Considering the utilities, Us(t), Up(t) and Uc(t), Fig. 7
compares the average throughput, the received energy and the
average reflection coefficient of the BNs in a BCN with 4 BNs.
In this BCN, BNi, i ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}, are located at distances
18 m, 22 m, 30 m and 34 m of the Reader, respectively.
According to Fig. 7a, the sum throughput utility behaves
opportunistically where, for instance, BN1 achieves almost
250% higher throughput compared to BN4. Whereas, with the
common throughput utility all BNs achieve equal throughputs
at a cost of about 20% sum throughput reduction compared
to the other two utilities. The received energy of the BNs in
Fig. 7b is in harmony with Fig. 7a. That is, with the sum
and proportional throughput utilities, BN1 receives the highest
portion of the energy transmitted by the Reader. However,
with the common throughput utility the farther BNs receive
more energy. Particularly, considering the common throughput
utility, BN4 receives 230% more energy compared to BN1.
While the path loss of the link between BN4 and the Reader is
(34/18)3 ≈ 6.7 times higher than path loss of the link between
BN1 and the Reader. Moreover, according to Fig. 7c, under
the common throughput utility, BN1 and BN2 backscatter the
received energy on average with α1 = 0.58 and α2 = 0.68,
respectively, which is significantly less than αmax = 0.8.
Accordingly, the received signal to interference plus noise
ratio for the far BNs and, hence, their throughput increases.
It should be noted that the BNs can be designed to be
passive and use a small portion of their received energy for
powering up their circuit instead of an internal battery. As an
example, according to Fig. 7b, the BNs receive at least 0.3µJ
per time slot. However, their circuit energy consumption is in
order of 0.01µJ in each time slot [59]. Accordingly, the BNs
can rely on the Reader energy for powering up their circuit
instead of internal battery by absorbing a small portion of the
received energy. The absorbed energy can be controlled by the
reflection coefficient αn. We observed in Fig. 7c that some
BNs do not reflect the received energy with the maximum
reflection coefficient to reduce inter-user interference. These
BNs can use the portion of the energy that is not backscattered
for powering up their circuit. Moreover, to ensure that all BNs
absorb sufficient energy one can reduce αmax to guarantee
a portion of the received energy for circuit power. We will
discuss the effect of reducing αmax on the average throughput
in Fig. 10.
In Fig. 8, we investigate the effect of the finite length
codewords on the communication range under the proposed
policy. Particularly, we define the communication range as
the maximum distance of the BNs to the Reader such that
the BNs achieve a specified common throughput with certain
error probability. Here, we consider BCNs with BNs located
circularly around the Reader. Considering the common through-
puts Ūc(t) = {3, 5} kbps, Fig. 8 shows the communication
range versus the numbers of the BNs N . This figure is
plotted for codeword lengths L = {∞, 104, 103, 102} and the
error probability ψ = 10−3. As seen in Fig. 8, in harmony
with intuition, while the Shannon’s capacity-based evaluations
are tight for the cases with moderate/long codewords, with
short length codewords the communication range decreases.
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Ūc = 3 kbps
Ūc = 5 kbps
Fig. 8: Communication range versus the number of the BNs, N
for codeword lengths L = {∞, 104, 103, 102}, target common
throughput set to Ūc = {3, 5} kbps, and V = 107.
This communication range reduction is almost constant for
different number of BNs N . Moreover, the communication
range reduction is more significant as the common throughput
decreases. This is because, with lower signal to interference
plus noise ratio, the second term inside the brackets in (45)
is more dominant. Finally, Fig. 8 shows the tradeoff between
communication range and number of BNs. According to this
figure, the communication range decreases almost linearly with
the number of BNs.
Considering different codeword lengths L = {102, 103}
and Rician K-factors K = {0, 1, 10, 100}, Fig. 9 shows the
average common throughput utility Ūc versus the maximum
error probability ψ in (45). According to this figure, con-
sidering different K-factors, the utility increases with the
error probability almost logarithmically. However, the common
throughput utility is more sensitive to the error probability with
low codeword lengths. As the codeword length increases, the
sensitivity to the error probability decreases. Therefore, at lower
targeted error probabilities short codewords can significantly
degrade the utility which should be considered in BCN design.
Moreover, the common throughput increases as the Rician K-
factor increases. That is because the deterministic component
of the channel hdn(t) becomes more dominant as K increases.
This relative increment saturates at higher K-factors. Finally,
the common throughput is more sensitive to the Rician K-factor
with longer codewords.
Considering αmax = {0.8, 0.7} and BPSK, QAM and
16-QAM modulation schemes, in Fig. 10 we investigate
the effect of different modulation schemes and maximum
reflection coefficient on the common throughput. Specifically,
we consider the approximate transmission rate under square
QAM modulations (46). According to Fig. 10, the gap between
the common throughput under different modulation schemes
decreases as the average distance of the BNs to Reader
increases. This is because at low SNRs all modulation schemes
achieve almost the Shannon capacity. Also, Fig. 10 shows
the minimum required modulation order for achieving the
















































Fig. 9: Common throughput utility versus the maximum code-
word error probability, ψ for codeword lengths L = {102, 103},
Rician K-factors K ∈ {0, 1, 10, 100} and V = 107.
Shannon’s capacity at different average BNs distances. For
example, when the average distance of the BNs is more
that 50m, we can almost achieve the Shannon’s capacity
with the 16-QAM modulation scheme. Moreover, considering
αmax = {0.8, 0.7}, Fig 10 shows that the throughput reduction
caused by reducing αmax by 0.1 is negligible for all modulations
and parameter settings considered in this figure. Accordingly,
in the case that the BNs are passive, the BNs can absorb part
of their received energy by reducing their maximum reflection
coefficient and use the absorbed energy for supplying their
circuit with negligible throughput desegregation. Particularly,
assuming 0.01µJ for the required circuit energy in each time
slot [59], the BNs in the considered scenario can supply their
circuit by absorbing 10% of their received energy that is
more than 0.4µJ for the furthest BN. This is at the cost of
2% to 8% throughput desegregation for different modulations
schemes, where BPSK and 16-QAM modulations experience
the minimum and maximum degradations, respectively. It
should be noted that in the case of using passive BNs, αmax
would be a design parameter besides the communication range
and Reader transmission power. However, the results in Fig.
10 shows that the energy of the passive tags can be supplied
by neligible throughput degradation in a typical BCN.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper studied data and energy scheduling in a mono-
static BCN with a multi-antenna Reader and multiple BNs.
The BNs adopt buffers to store their admitted data before
transmission to the Reader. We proposed data link control and
data admission policies for maximizing the average value of
different utility functions, including the sum, the proportional
and the common throughput utilities. Through simulation
comparisons, we showed the superiority of our proposed
scheme compared to state-of-the-art works. Specifically, we
showed that the sum throughput utility under our proposed
policy achieves the maximum sum channel rate in [10], while
stabilizing the data buffers. Whereas, our proposed policy for
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Fig. 10: Common throughput utility versus the average distance
of the BNs to Reader for the cases with BPSK, QAM, 16-
QAM modulations and Shannon capacity, αmax = {0.7, 0.8},
and V = 107.
optimizing the common throughput improves the result in [11].
Moreover, using the results on the achievable rates of finite
blocklength codewords, we studied the system performance in
the cases with short packets.
As demonstrated, the proposed policies achieve optimal
utility and stabilize the data buffers in the BNs with few
iterations of the data link control algorithm. Moreover, consid-
ering the common throughput utility, adopting buffers in BNs
enables more efficient data scheduling and, hence, improves
the common throughput. Finally, according to our analysis, the
finite length of the codewords affects the communication range
significantly, specifically at low signal to interference plus
noise ratios. Also, the utilities are more sensitive to maximum
error probability at short codeword lengths, which should be
carefully compensated for in the BCN design.
APPENDIX A
PROOF OF LEMMA 1
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from both sides of (48).
APPENDIX B
PROOF OF THEOREM 1
a) Proof of the first claim: To prove the first claim of
the theorem, we show that under the solution of Problem
(16), we always have Dn(t) = 0 if Qn(t) ≥ V . To avoid
clutter, we omit the time slot index t. Assume that the buffer
level in the l-th BN exceeds V , i.e., Ql ≥ V . We define
two data admission vectors D1 and D0 that only differ in
the l-th element. Specifically, we have D1n = D
0
n, ∀n 6= l,
D0l = 0 and D
1
l > 0. With slightly modified notation, we




, i = {0, 1}. Note that we have
modified the notation to emphasize that ∆u(.) in (14) is a






















where, g ∈ {s, p, c} indicates the sum, proportional and
common throughput utility functions. The equality (a) follows
from the definition of ∆u(.) in (14). Moreover, (b) results
from the fact that the utility functions Ug(D), g ∈ {s, p, c},















= D1l . (50)
Then, (49) implies that ∆1u ≥ ∆0u, and hence, a data admission
vector with Dl > 0 is not optimal. Accordingly, we conclude
that Qn(t) will never exceed V +Dmax.
b) Proof of the second claim: The second claim can be
proved following the Lyapunov optimization method in [43,
Chapter 4]. According to [43, Theorem 4.5], there is an optimal
stationary policy, denoted by random-only-policy, which is only










0. Plugging the random-only-policy in ∆u(t) and using (14),
we have
∆p(L(t)) ≤ B − V U?, (51)
where ∆p(L(t)) is evaluated under the solution of Problem
(16). Note that (51) holds since the solution of Problem (16)
minimizes ∆u(t), and hence, ∆p(L(t)) under the solution of
Problem (16) is not greater than ∆u(t) under all alternative
solutions, including the random-only-policy. Averaging both
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E{U(t)} ≤ B − V U?,
(52)












PROOF OF PROPOSITION 2
We first show that the value of the function
∑
Qn(t)Rn(t)
is non-decreasing in each iteration. To avoid clutter, we
omit the time slot index t. Moreover, to emphasize
the dependence on f ,G and α, we use the notations
R̃(f ,G,α,γ), R̃(f ,G,α,γ,y) and Rq(f ,G,α) instead
of R̃(t,γ), R̃(t,γ,y) and
∑
Qn(t)Rn(t), respectively. Let
f i,Gi and αi denote the value of f ,G and α at the beginning

























where (a) holds because γ? maximizes R̃(f i,Gi,αi,γ) and
the maximum value reduces to Rq(f i,Gi,αi). Similarly, (b)
follows from the fact that y? maximizes R̃(f i,Gi,αi,γ?,y),
and the maximum value reduces to R̃(f i,Gi,αi,γ?). Inequal-
ities (c) and (d) hold since f i+1 and αi+1 maximize R̃(.)
while the other variables are fixed. The equalities (e) and (f)
are concluded similar to (b) and (a), respectively. Finally, (g)
follows since Gi+1 maximizes Rq(f i+1,G,αi+1). According
to (54), the value of the sum
∑
Qn(t)Rn(t) is non-decreasing
over successive iterations. Moreover, since
∑
Qn(t)Rn(t) is
upper-bounded, the iterations converge.
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